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Abstract
Integrated-mode proton radiography leading towater equivalent thickness (WET)maps is an avenue
of interest formotionmanagement, patient positioning, and in vivo range verification. Radiographs
can be obtained using a pencil beam scanning setupwith a large 3Dmonolithic scintillator coupled
with optical cameras. Established reconstructionmethods either (1) involve a camera at the distal end
of the scintillator, or (2)use a lateral view camera as a range telescope. Both approaches lead to limited
image quality. The purpose of this work is to propose a third, novel reconstruction framework that
exploits the 2D information provided by two lateral view cameras, to improve image quality achievable
using lateral views. The threemethods arefirst compared in a simulatedGeant4Monte Carlo
framework using an extended cardiac torso (XCAT) phantom and a slanted edge. The proposed
methodwith 2D lateral views is also comparedwith the range telescope approach using experimental
data acquiredwith a plastic volumetric scintillator. Scanned phantoms include a Las Vegas (contrast),
9 tissue-substitute inserts (WETaccuracy), and a paediatric head phantom. Resolution increases from
0.24 (distal) to 0.33 lpmm−1 (proposedmethod) on the simulated slanted edge phantom, and the
mean absolute error onWETmaps of the XCATphantom is reduced from3.4 to 2.7mmwith the
samemethods. Experimental data from the proposed 2D lateral views indicate a 36% increase in
contrast relative to the range telescopemethod.HighWET accuracy is obtained, with amean absolute
error of 0.4mmover 9 inserts. Results are presented for various pencil beam spacing ranging from2 to
6mm. This work illustrates that high quality proton radiographs can be obtainedwith clinical beam
settings and the proposed reconstruction frameworkwith 2D lateral views, with potential applications
in adaptive proton therapy.

1. Introduction

Proton computed tomography is a developing imagingmodality that estimates the spatial distribution of the
relative proton stopping power (RSP) using tomographic principles. Alternatively, radiographic images
representing thewater equivalent thickness (WET) of traversed tissues can be acquired. Proton imagingmay be
helpful for accurate treatment planning in proton therapy by limiting uncertainties in RSP estimation
(Schneider andPedroni 1995, Schaffner and Pedroni 1998, Schneider et al 2005, Paganetti 2012, Yang et al 2012,
Dedes et al 2022). Furthermore, as the treatment and imaging sources are the same, proton imaging creates
images that are fully registeredwith the treatment beam, and enables a directmeasurement of the residual
proton range in the treatment room, right before delivery. As such, proton imagingmay also be useful for patient
positioning and adaptive proton therapy (Parodi 2020). Specific use of proton radiographs for adaptive proton
therapy include identifying the time for adaptive re-planning in head and neck cancer patients (Fukumitsu et al
2014,Wu et al 2017, Evans et al 2020,Meijers et al 2021), or rapid radiographic imaging ofmoving tumours
towards online adaptive radiotherapy (Steinsberger et al 2022).
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Single-event proton imaging (Johnson 2017) is themost promising approach in terms of spatial resolution
andWET/RSP accuracy (Krah et al 2018b, Parodi 2020), although practically such systems are hindered by their
high costs, slow imaging time and limited compatibility with protonfluxes commissioned for clinical systems
(Parodi 2020). Integratedmode imaging, which considers the integrated signal from individual pencil beams
(PB) rather than single protons, is a faster alternative generally compatible with clinical systems.Whilemultiple
integrated-mode detection systems have been proposed (Zygmanski et al 2000, Testa et al 2013, Rinaldi et al
2014, Farace et al 2016,Darne et al 2017, 2019,Meijers et al 2021, Tendler et al 2021,Darne et al 2022, Schnürle
et al 2023), their image quality remains limited compared to single event imaging,mostly due tomultiple
Coulomb scattering (MCS) blurring the integrated signal, and rangemixing effects. Improving image quality for
integratedmode imaging therefore necessitates advanced image reconstruction techniques (Parodi 2020).While
there have been some efforts to enhance image quality via deep learningmodels (Heyden et al 2021), this work
explores the use of a novel physics-based reconstructionmodel to refine image quality.

More specifically, the purpose of this work is to present a novel proton radiography reconstruction
algorithm for a fast, low-cost integrated-mode proton imaging device. The device is based on a volumetric
plastic scintillator that creates a 3D light emission distribution from the dose distribution of individual PBs
inside the scintillation detector. 2Dprojections of this signal are captured using optical apparatus such as CCD
cameras (Darne et al 2017, 2019, Tendler et al 2021). The conventional setup (Tanaka et al 2016,Darne et al 2017,
Tanaka et al 2018,Darne et al 2019) typically uses oneCCDcamera at the distal end of the scintillator, which
integrates the optical signal along the beam’s axis. This beam’s eye view signal allows fast and straightforward
reconstructions, but image quality largely suffers fromMCS, and the approach requires an extensive calibration
procedure to be quantitative (Darne et al 2019).

The setup can however be used as a range telescope, provided that the CCDcamera is oriented to capture a
lateral projection perpendicular to the beam’s propagation axis; an early investigation has shown promise
towards improved image quality (Tendler et al 2021). However, in that approach, the lateral projections did not
exploit the beam’s spatial position, which could be inferred as lateral projections result in 2D images of the Bragg
curve. In addition, therewas no consideration of the impact fromMCS in the reconstruction process. This limits
the reconstruction accuracy and does not fully take advantage of the information present in each 2D image. This
study presents a reconstruction algorithm tailored specifically for the problemofWET reconstruction from a set
of 2Dorthogonal lateral projections which incorporatesMCSphysics into the reprojection, and considers range
mixing effects.

A probabilistic framework for image reconstruction isfirst presented. Reconstructed radiographs from
MonteCarlo simulations on an extended cardiac torso (XCAT) phantomaswell as a slanted edge phantomare
first reported to illustrate differences in image quality andWET accuracy between the proposed integratedmode
method as well as conventional integratedmode distal and lateral views. Integratedmode approaches are also
comparedwith single event proton imaging. Experimental data to reconstruct proton radiographswas also
gathered for a contrast phantom (LasVegas), 9 tissue-equivalent inserts forWET accuracy, and a paediatric head
phantom for general image quality.

2.Methods

2.1. Pencil beampropagation and detection
2.1.1. Imaging setup
Apencil beam (PB) scanning setup is considered for proton imaging. Let i be the index noting individual pencil
beams PBi, with Îi N1, PB[ ]. Each PBi originates at a central position = x y zr , ,i i i i( ) and propagates towards
the zdirection, with initial angle / /q q q q p p= =, , 2, 2, 0i x i y i z i, , ,( ) ( ). Each PB is assumedGaussian, and has
the same initial spatial and angular spread in the lateral directions x and y, defined in the covariancematrix:
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In the x direction, the initial spatial spread of the beam is s zx i( ). The initial angular spread sq zix
( ) is themean

square angular deflection of the beam in x, and the spatial-angular covariance s q zx i, x
( ) is typically obtained from

a beam’smeasured emittance (Gottschalk 2012). For proton radiography, the aim is to reconstruct theWETof
the object. The reconstruction grid has isotropic voxels of side d2 k and the position of pixels on the grid are noted
with = x y zr , ,k k k k( ),where zk is defined from the distance between the source and the object’s entrance, zO.

= x y zr , ,d d d d( ) is the location of a detection element, with zd definedwith respect to the detector entrance,
which is at distance zD from zi. The detector considered in this work produces a 2D signal. Figure 1 schematizes
the imaging setup for a single PB, while the detection geometry is further detailed infigure 2.
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A2Ddetector system is considered in this work, following the setup ofDarne et al (2022). The setup involves
amonolithic scintillator scoring 3D energy deposition. ACCDcamera or any pixelised optical detector whose
field of view covers the entire scintillator is positioned at anglef to gather 2Dprojections of the 3D signal from
the scintillator. In this work, images are acquired in two perpendicular lateral (XZ andYZ) planes, resulting in
data acquired respectively at camera anglesf= 0 andπ/2. Figure 2 shows the imaging setup for the XZ
projection, examples of 2Ddatasets for the XZ andYZ views, and an example of experimental setup.

2.1.2. Probabilistic framework
Each PBi generates a signal in the detector at various locations rd. To construct aWETmap, the signal at relevant
detector voxels rd is reprojected towards the reconstruction grid, as detailed in section 2.3. Reprojection requires
the calculation of f r r r,k i d( ∣ ), the likelihood that a PB originating from ri and detected at rd (with a detection
setup using camera anglef) crosses voxel rk:

=f
f

f


 


r r r

r r r r r

r r
,

,
. 2k i d

k i d k i

d i

( ∣ )
( ∣ ) ( ∣ )
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The righthandside includes  r rk i( ∣ ), theprobability that thePBcrosses voxel rk given that it originates from ri.

f r rd i( ∣ ) is defined similarly fordetector location rd, andcamera anglef. f r r r,d k i( ∣ ) is theprobability that thePB is

Figure 1.XZprojection of the PB scanning setup. The PBpropagates zO cm in air before traversing aWET W zd( )within the object.
An additional distance (calculable using zD) is traveled in air before energy is deposited at depth zd in the detector. Details on how the
hull of the object is considered are given in appendix B.

Figure 2. (a) Scintillation detector setup illustratedwithout an object resulting in a 2Ddetection system. The camera captures a XZ
projection (at camera anglef= 0) of the 3D energy deposition profile, resulting in the detection element shown in the bottom right
corner of the scintillator. (b)Examples of projections with the top (YZ) and lateral (XZ) views, where the central pixel of the 2DBragg
curve representing the 80%distal fall-off is identified in green in each plot. (c)Additional example illustrating a case where the pencil
beam crosses structures (not shown in thefigure)with differentWET and result inmultiple peaks. (d) photograph of a proton
radiography experimental setup; see section 2.4.2 for details.
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detectedat rd in thedetector (using camera anglef)knowing that it originates at ri andpasses through the
reconstructionvoxel locatedat rk.

2.2. Likelihoodmodel based onmultiple scattering theory
Relevant results from the Fermi–Eyges theory ofmultiple scattering (Fermi 1940, Eyges 1948) are first
summarized in appendix A. Expressions for  r rk i( ∣ ), f r rd i( ∣ ) and f r r r,d k i( ∣ ) are respectively derived in
sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.2.3.

2.2.1. Transport from the source to the object
 r rk i( ∣ ), the likelihood that PBi originating from ri crosses a reconstruction grid voxel at rk, is obtained by
marginalizing the beam’s 3D localisation probability density function (PDF), p r ri( | ), over the reconstruction
voxel’s dimensions:
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p r ri( | ) is defined in equation (A2). For the integral over z, s zl k( ) is assumed constant within a given voxel
(Rescigno et al 2015). The calculation of s zl k( ), the spatial spread of the beamafter propagating from zi to zk, is
detailed in appendix B.1.

2.2.2. Transport from the source to the detector

f r rd i( ∣ ) is obtainedby integrating p r ri( | ) over relevantdetectordimensions,whichcouldbe1D (range telescope), 2D
(thiswork)or3D (voxeliseddetector). Considering the2DXZprojection illustrated infigure2, the likelihood is
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In the YZ plane, f= p r rd i2
( ∣ ) is similar to equation (4), but with yd and yi instead of xd and xi. s zl d( ) is the

spread of the beam from zi to zd in the detector, and its calculation is detailed in appendix B.2.

2.2.3. Transport from the object to the detector

f r r r,d i k( ∣ ) is obtained in four steps. First, p zX r r, ,i k( | ), the spatio-angular conditionalPDFofprotons in theXZ
plane, is derived; thisPDF isfirst introduced in equation (A1). Second, thisdistribution ismarginalizedover all angles qx

toobtain the locationconditionalPDF p x z r r, ,i k( | ).A similarprocedure is performed for the y coordinate toobtain
p y z r r, ,i k( | ), andboth lateralPDFs aremultiplied toobtain, as a third step, the location conditionalPDF p r r r,k i( | )
(Jette et al1983). Fourth, f r r r,d k i( ∣ ) is obtainedbymarginalizing p r r r,i k( | ) over thedetector’sdimensions.

p zX r r, ,i k( | ) is interpretedas the spatio-angularPDFof aPBcoming from ri andpasses through thevoxel at
location rk. The conditionofpassing through rk is viewedas thebeambeingcollimatedbyavirtual 2Dcollimator at the
reconstructionvoxel’s locationbetween lateral coordinates d d- +x x,k k k k[ ] and d d- +y y,k k k k[ ]atdepth
=z zk. The calculationof the locationPDFfor a collimatedPB isbasedon theFermi–EygesPBsummationmethod,

whosedetails canbe found in theworkof Sabbas et al (1987) andSafai et al (2008):
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Here ¢x and q ¢x are integrationvariablesdenoting theposition andangleofprotons at the collimatorplane.
¢p z zX X, , kFE ( ∣ ) is thePDFof aneedle-likeGaussianbeampropagating from zk to z,whichassumes initial values of

S =z 0x k( ) , and is calculatedwith equation (A1).a q¢ ¢ º ¢x z p z zX X, , , ,x k k i iFE( ) ( ∣ ) is thedistributionofprotons at
the collimatorplane, alsoobtainedwithequation (A1),with elements ofS zx ( ) calculated in the samewayas in
section2.2.1. Furthermore, integrationover the collimatordimensions in ¢x (coll.) is from d-xk k to d+xk k.

The intermediate result for p zX r r, ,i k( | ) is not shown for brevity; p x z r r, ,k i( | ) is obtained after
marginalizing p zX r r, ,i k( | ) over all angles qx :
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In equation (6), Nx is a normalization constant to obtain probabilities, and the following variables are
introduced:
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Here, the elementsof the covariancematrix s* zk( ) areobtainedafterpropagation from zi to theobject voxel’s
location zk, and z2( ) is themultiple scatteringcontribution to spatial spread (equation (A6)) fromtheobject voxel’s
location zk to anarbitrarydepth z.Details to calculate s* zk( ) and z2( ) areprovided inappendixB.3.

The joint PDF p r r r,i k( | ) is obtained as the product of p x z r r, ,i k( | ) and p y z r r, ,i k( | ) but is not shown for
brevity. From p r r r,i k( | ), the likelihood f r r r,d i k( ∣ ) is obtained by integrating over the detector dimensions.
Using the example of the 2DXZprojection shown infigure 2, one obtains
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The integral over y equals 1, as it is assumed that they componentof p r r r,i k( | ) is fully containedwithin the
detector.As there is noanalytical solution to equation (8), f= r r r,d i k0( ∣ ) is obtained throughnumerical integration.

2.3. Reprojection from joint lateral views
2.3.1. Joint likelihood
Consider the specific case where two lateral viewswith camera anglesf= 0 andf=π/2 (XZ andYZplanes) are
obtained. Assuming that each 2D image is composed of one ormore identifiable Bragg peaks that can be
associatedwith various structures traversed by the beam, it is possible tomatch signals fromboth 2D views and
infer the 3Dposition of the Bragg peaks. In other words, the x z,d d( ) positions from theXZ view and y z,d d( )
positions from the YZ views shown infigure 2 are combined to obtain = x y zr , ,d d d d( ), where zd is taken as the
average position between the two views to account for experimental or algorithmic uncertainties.With the
proposed experimental setup, the difference between the two viewswas found to vary by nomore than one pixel.
In this situation, the likelihood of equation (2) becomes the intersection of both views:

= f f p
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Equation (9) can be obtained by considering the derivations of section 2.2with a 3Ddetector element instead.

2.3.2. Reprojection equation
For a given detection geometry, each PBi generates a signal S ri d( ) atmultiple rd. Projection data can be generated
similarly to the distance-driven binning procedure suggested byRescigno et al (2015), which is an adaptation of
Rit et al ʼs distance-driven binning framework (Rit et al 2013). TheWET value for reconstruction voxel rk, g rk( ),
is theweighted sum, over all pencil beams and relevant detector locations, of theWET associatedwith each
location rd,W zd( ):
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 r r r,k i d( ∣ ) is the joint likelihood of equation (9), andW zd( ) is obtained from the depth zd of the detector
pixel:

= -W z W z RSP , 11d d0 det( ) ( )

withW0 theWETof thePBand RSPdet is theRSPof thedetector. Equation (10) includes a summationover all relevant
detector locations. In the simple caseoffigure2(b), a single pixel is used; in the caseoffigure2(c),wheremultiple
structuresof differentWETare in thewayof thebeam, the threepeaks shouldbe identifiedanda single pixel reprojected
for each.To identifypeaks, the2Dsignal is integratedover thexor y axis to generate an integral depthdoseprofile.A
peakfinding routine (Du et al2006) is applied tofind the zposition(s)of candidatepeaks, and the corresponding lateral
(xd or yd) centralpositionof eachpeak is obtained fromthepixelwith themaximumintensity in the lateral profile in the
vicinityof the zposition.Then, thedepth to reproject, zd, is estimatedby taking thepixel in the IDDwith the80%distal
intensity fall-off fromthe integral depthdoseprofile.The3Dposition is thenobtainedbymatching thepeaksof both
lateral views (XZandYZ)according to thedistancebetween their coordinates zd .
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2.4.Data production
2.4.1.Monte Carlo simulations
MonteCarlo simulationswere performedwith theGeant4 software toolkit (version 10.6) (Agostinelli 2003),
using the same geometry as presented infigure 1. Detailed simulation parameters followingAAPMTG-268
guidelines (Sechopoulos et al 2018) are the same as in table 1 of Tendler et al (2021), with the following
differences: the source geometry consisted of two 2DGaussian functions, the first Gaussian, containing 75%of
the beam intensity, and having a spread corresponding to the spot size and the secondGaussian having a spread
twice the spot sizewith the remaining 25% intensity. Angular spreadwas sampled from aGaussian distribution
characterized by a defined beamdivergence. Therewere ´4 106 histories per pencil beamposition, whichwere
centered on evenly distributed points across thefield of view. A distance of =z cm40D was used and the object
was centered at /z 2D from the beam. A 30× 30× 30 cm3 detector object with the density and composition of the
EJ-260 plastic scintillator (Darne et al 2022)was used to simulate the volumetric scintillation detector and score
energy, whichwas transformed to quenched light emission following Birks’ law (Tendler et al 2021).

Images were acquired at an energy of 200MeVusing a spot size of s s= =z zx i y i( ) ( ) = 3mm, and angular
divergence of s s= =q qz zi ix y

( ) ( ) 3mrad. Raw data is acquiredwith pencil beams spaced by 1mm.This creates a
large dataset which can be sub-sampled to study the impact of beam spacing on image quality.

Twophantomswere imaged: onephaseof the extendedcardiacphantom (XCAT) (Segars 2010), andanaluminum
cube (5cmof side)with a slantededge at 2.5°placed inside a10cmwater tank.TheXCATwasacquiredwitha30×30
cm2

fieldof view (FOV), and is reconstructedusing spacingsof 2–6mmin incrementsof 1mm, to evaluate the impact
of beamspacing.The slantededgewas acquiredusing a15×15cm2FOVandreconstructedwitha3mmspacing to
report resolutionwitha spacing that limits imagingdose.As theFOVof theXCATmatches the sizeof thedetector,
partial signal losswasobserved in somePBsat the edgeof the scintillator.All algorithmswherehowever robust topartly
losingdata fromtheBragg curve, as illustrated infigure3.

2.4.2. Experimental datasets
Proton radiographswere acquired atMayoClinic Arizona using a 15× 15× 15 cm3 plastic volumetric
scintillator (EJ-260, Eljen Technologies, Sweetwater, TX) and aCMOS camera (PGE-23S3M-C, Teledyne FLIR,
Wilsonville, OR)with a 25mm lens (M118FM25, Tamron, Commack,NY), housed in a light-tight boxmade
fromblack acrylic plastic. Projected 2D lateral views of the 3D energy deposition in the scintillator were
acquired; the two lateral views (XZ andYZplanes)were obtained sequentially by rotating the couch by 90◦

between acquisitions. The imaging field of viewwas set to 13× 13 cm2. The following phantomswere scanned:
Las Vegas (Tendler et al 2021) for contrast, 9 tissue-substitute cylindrical inserts (CIRS 062Melectron density
phantom, SunNuclear, Norfolk, VA) forWET accuracy, and a paediatric head phantom (SunNuclear ATOM
Phantom,Model 704) for general image qualitywith a thicker object (>12 cmWET). The 9 tissue-substitute
inserts were: lung (inhale), lung (exhale), adipose, plastic water,muscle, liver, bone 200mg/cc, bone core 800
mg/cc, and bone 1500mg/cc. Data was acquired using clinical settings at 135.6MeV for all phantoms but the
paediatric head, whichwas acquired at 189MeV. Beamwidths s zl ( ) at isocenter are respectively 3.1 and 2.5mm
for 135 and 189MeV.Data acquisitionwas done using pencil beam spacings of 2, 3, 4 and 5mm.A sampling of 6
mm is also generated by sub-sampling the 3mmacquisition. The experimental setup is shown infigure 2(d); the
detector was set on the treatment couch, and an additional couchwas inserted between the nozzle and detector

Figure 3.WETmaps (top) and absolute errorDWET (bottom) inmmof the simulated XCATphantomusing a 3mmbeam spacing, for
the four reconstructionmethods (left to right). Lateral 2D is the proposed approach of this work.
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to hold phantoms. The distance from the nozzle to the top of the phantomwas set to≈20 cm, and the phantom
to scintillator distancewas 11 cm. Finally, the imaging dose as well as dose considerations are reported in
appendix C.

Rawdata from theCCDcamera is corrected formultiple optical artifacts according to Robertson et al (2013).
Briefly, images are corrected fromperspective and refraction by projecting pixel intensities to the front of the
detector according to geometrical and refraction principles. In addition, as the proposed image reconstruction
framework assumes parallel beams, the small divergence angle of each beam is corrected by rotating the image by
the negative of the divergence angle, assuming the center of rotation is the central position of the beam at

=z 0D . Finally, allWET values are corrected by subtracting theWETof objects in the beam’s path (5mm for
the entrancewindowof scintillator, 8.3mm for the couch).

2.5. Comparisonwith othermethods
Four reconstructionmethods are compared in this work, and are referred to as distal, lateral 1D, lateral 2D, and
single event. The distalmethod is an integrated-mode imagingmethod that uses the beam-eye view (XZ)with
the setup offigure 2 for image reconstruction. The signal is integrated along the beam’s axis, and does not
provide a directmeasurement of theWET.However, the intensity can bemapped back to theWETby
producing an energy-specific calibration curve that relates scintillator intensity toWET; the approach presented
inDarne et al (2022) is used. To limitmultiple scattering induced blur, only the pixels whose intensity is to
70%of themaximum intensity for each pencil beam image are reprojected.

The lateral 2Dmethod is theoneproposed in this study,whichmakesuseof the two lateral views.To illustrate the
benefits of theproposed lateral approach, a simpler lateral 1Dmethodbasedon theworkofRescigno et al (2015) is also
implemented.Briefly, the signal fromoneof the lateral views (eitherXZorYZ) is summedover the lateral coordinate to
produce apercentdepth light curve,which reproduces a range telescopemeasurement. For reprojection, the approach
ofRescigno et al (2015) is used,which is a specific caseof theproposedalgorithm; the reprojectionequation is the same
as equation (10), but the likelihood isdirectly r rk i( ∣ ), as thedetectionevent is assumed tohave aprobabilityof 1.The
lastmethod is a single event trackingmethodbasedona front-tracker-binningmethod (Volz et al2020), and isonly
usedon theMonteCarlodata to compare the three integratedmodemethodswitha referencemethod inproton
imaging.Plane trackingdetectors are assumed ideal andonly scoreprimarygeneratedparticles (inGeant4,
CreatorProcess 0) as an idealisedparticle imagingfilter.

2.6.Data analysis
TheXCAT is characterised in termsofWETaccuracy.Absolute errormapsDWET, calculated between the ground
truthXCATWETand the reconstructedWETaswell as themean absolute error (MAE) calculated over the entire
image are reported.The slanted edgephantom is used to estimate the resolutionby following themethodologyof
Fujita et al (1992); the resolution is defined as the spatial frequency atwhich themodulation transfer function (MTF)
drops to 10%.TheLasVegas phantom is composedof 28holeswith variable diameter anddepth.The contrast is
reported for all visible holes of thephantom, in amanually defined regionof interest in the inner 50%of eachhole;
missing data infigure 5(c) shouldbe interpreted as not visible holes in the resulting radiographs.

ThecontrastC is definedas = -C W W

W
ref min

˜ ,whereWref is a referenceWETvalue in the close vicinityof thehole,

andW W,min ˜ are respectively the lowest andmeanWETvalues in theROI.Wref wasestimatedmanually for eachhole
by consideringprofile lines around the center of eachhole andaveraging the intensities oneach sideof thehole.

ForWETaccuracy, the ground truthWETof eachcylindrical insertwasmeasuredusing a scanningwater tankand
amulti-layer ionisationchamber.Estimatedvalues fromradiographs are takenas the average in a regionof interest
representing the inner70%of each insert to limit edge effects.Themeanabsolute andrelative errors over all inserts are
reported, alongwith the standarderrorson themean (SEM). ForN inserts, eachwith standarddeviation sn, theSEMis

definedas s= å-
=NSEM n

N
n

1
1

2 . Experimentsdescribed in sections2.4–2.6 are summarised in table 1.

3. Results

MonteCarlo results are first presented infigures 3 and 4, while figures 5–7 illustrate experimental results.
Finally, the impact of beam spacing is reported infigure 8, for bothMonte Carlo and experimental datasets.
Figure 3 compares the general image quality andWET accuracy of the proposed reconstructionmethodwith
other referencemethods introduced in section 2.5 for the XCATphantom, using a beam spacing of 3mm to
limit imaging dose and time.

Themean absolute error (MAE) in theWET images of figure 3 are 3.4mm (distal), 3.2mm (lateral 1D),
2.7mm (lateral 2D) and 1.2mm (single event). Figure 4 shows the reconstructed slanted edge also using a beam
spacing of 3mmand for the four reconstructionmethods. Image resolution obtained from theMTFs are
0.24 lpmm−1 (distal), 0.27 lpmm−1 (lateral 1D), 0.33 lpmm−1 (lateral 2D) and 1.2 lpmm−1 (single event).
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The Las Vegas phantom is shown infigure 5, where general image quality and a quantitative analysis of
contrast are reported for the lateral 1D and lateral 2Dmethods.

Averaged over all hole diameters and hole depths, shown infigure 5(c), the lateral 2Dmethod provides an
average relative increase in contrast by 36%compared to the lateral 1Dmethod. Figure 6 illustrates theWET
accuracy of each tissue substitute insert estimatedwith the lateral 2D approach proposed in this work. Averaged
over the 9 inserts, themean relativeWET error is 1.2± 0.3%, or 0.4± 0.1mm in absolute.While not shown, the
WET accuracy of the lateral 1Dmethodwas found to be similar, at 0.5± 0.1mm.

WETmaps fromtheproposed reconstructionmethod for thepaediatric headphantomare shown infigure7 for
multiple beamspacings.Thisqualitatively illustrates the imagequality that canbeachievedwith the current setupona
realistic geometry. Figure8 shows, for theproposed reconstructionapproach, the impactofbeamspacingon
reconstruction for (a) the simulatedXCATphantomand (b) the experimentally acquiredLasVegasphantom.

4.Discussions and conclusions

The results obtained in this work highlight the potential of the proposed reconstruction frameworkwith 2D
lateral projections tomaximise image quality for integratedmode proton radiographs.While the distal view
approach has been used for scintillation-based integratedmode detectors (Darne et al 2022),Monte Carlo
simulations demonstrate that the distal view provides the overall lowest proton radiograph image quality
compared to other views. Quantitative accuracy for the XCATphantomaswell as image resolution estimated
from the slanted edge phantom are the lowest compared to all othermethods evaluated. The blurriness visible in
the distalWETmaps offigures 3 and 4 ismainly attributed toMCS, as the integrated signal reprojected towards
the imaging plane in the distal view is largely contaminated byMCS. The impact ofMCS is limited for lateral
views—while uncertainty due toMCS is considered to generate  r r r,k i d( ∣ ), the reprojected data itself is not

Figure 4.Top: water equivalent thicknessmaps (mm) of the simulated slanted edge phantomusing a 3mmbeam spacing, for the four
reconstructionmethods (left to right). Bottom left: resulting edge spread functions (colour) and associatedfit (dashed lines). Bottom
right:modulation transfer functions for eachmethod.

Table 1. List of scanned/simulated phantomswith the reconstructionmethods and performancemetrics used.

Phantom Acquisition type Reconstructionmethods Quantificationmetric

XCAT Simulated Distal, lateral 1D, lateral 2D, single event DWET,MAE forWET accuracy

Slanted edge Simulated Distal, lateral 1D, lateral 2D, single event Spatial resolution fromMTF

LasVegas Experimental Lateral 1D, lateral 2D Contrast

CIRS inserts Experimental Lateral 1D, lateral 2D MAE forWET accuracy

Paediatric head Experimental Lateral 1D, lateral 2D qualitative evaluation
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largely contaminated byMCS. Infigure 3, it is noticeable that integratedmodemethods producemore biased
images than single eventmethods. This can be attributed to the thick, heterogeneous geometry (XCAT
phantom) that result in highly complex dose distributions.While rangemixing can be deconvolved in relatively
simple heterogenous geometries (for instance, geometries that would produce dose distributions such as
figure 2(c)), it ismore difficult tomanagewith thick scatterers that produce a broad dose distribution. Indeed,
the peakfinding routine can fail in the situationwhere individual peaks associatedwith different tissues or
interfaces cannot be resolved fromone another.

Resultshighlight the clear improvements obtainedwith theproposedmethod (lateral 2D) compared to a
conventional treatment for lateral data (lateral 1D). The1Dmethod is equivalent to a range telescope that reprojects a
singleWETvalueperPB towards the imagingplanewithweights  r rk i( ∣ ) (equation (3)), perRescigno et al (2015). The

Figure 5. (a)ExperimentalWETmaps of the Las Vegas phantom for a 3mmbeam spacing using the lateral 1D and 2Dmethods. The
dynamic range is from53 to 59mm. The observed intensity dip in the lateral 1D figure (top right of profile line p2) is due to a noisy
signal from a single PB. (b) Line profiles corresponding to the p1 and p2 lines identified in sub-figure (a). (c)Corresponding calculated
contrast for each visible inserts of the LasVegas phantom for each reconstruction approach. Data is shown as a function of hole
diameters for various hole depths d.

Figure 6.ExperimentalWET accuracy for 9 tissue substitute inserts, estimatedwith the proposed lateral 2D approach. Relative
differences on theWET are shown along error bars representing the standard deviation inside the selected region of interest.
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proposedapproachcanbe seenas a generalisationofRescigno et al to a2Ddetector. In termsofWETaccuracy,while it
was found that the experimentalWETaccuracyon9uniform tissue inserts is similarbetween the lateral 1Dand2D
methods (0.5versus0.4mmmeanerror), itwas also reported that themeanabsolute error inWETis reducedby15%in
the simulatedXCATphantom (3.2–2.7mm)with the lateral 2Dapproach.As theXCATaccuracy is calculatedover the
entire image, this suggests that the lateral 2Dapproach isbetter athandlingheterogeneousgeometries. Image resolution,
calculatedon the simulated slanted edge, also improves relativelyby22%.Finally, basedonexperimental radiographsof
theLasVegasphantom, contrast improvesonaverageby36%.The improvement from lateral 1D to lateral 2D ismainly
attributed to two factors. First, thedifference in the reprojectionpoint spread function—namely equation (9) in the
lateral 2Dcase, andequation (3) in the lateral 1Dcase.Thepoint spread functionof equation (9)has the advantageof
modelling scattering inside thedetector andprovides amore realisticmodel of transport fromtheobject to thedetector.
Inotherwords, the current approachaccounts for the full 3Dpathof thebeam,whereasRescigno et alʼsworkonly
considers the initial positionof thebeam.Second, the lateral 2Dapproachwithbothviewsalsohas the advantageof
spatially localising thepositionofmultipleBraggpeaks in a single dataset, acting similarly to apixel detector (Krah et al
2018b), limiting the impactof rangemixing effects.

Experimental image quality is found to bemaximisedwith the proposed reconstruction framework.
ExcellentWET accuracy of 0.4mm, calculated over 9 tissue-equivalent inserts, is obtained. This value is
consistent withKrah et al (2018a), who have reported 0.2–0.5mmWET error on tissue-equivalent inserts using
amulti-layer ionisation chamber (Qube byDe.tec.tor, Turin, Italy), and an improvement upon (Deffet et al
2020), which have reported 1.5mmWETaccuracywith a deconvolution approach. Results also appear at least as
accurate as the carbon-ion radiographs ofMagallanes et al (2019), which reportedWET relative errors below
1.3% formost of 6 tissue-equivalent slabs, although adipose and lung exceeded 3%.

Anadvantageof theproposed imaging framework is thathighquality radiographs canbeacquired and
reconstructed rapidly.Oria et al (2023)haveusedaflatpanel based integratedmode systemcombinedwithenergy

Figure 7. (Left) photograph of the paediatric head phantom, (right) experimentalWETmaps (mm) of the phantom reconstructed
using the lateral 2Dmethod for beam spacings of 2, 3 and 4mm.

Figure 8.Water equivalent thicknessmaps reported as a function of beam spacing for (a) the simulated XCATphantom and (b) the
experimental Las Vegas phantom, reconstructedwith the lateral 2Dmethod. For scale, the red square in (a) represents a 10× 10 cm2

region of interest.
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scanning.Using10energies,which results in an imaging timeof approximately 40min for a27×27cm2
fieldof view, a

meanabsoluteWETerrorof approximately 5mmisobtained in simulateddatasets. In thepresent study, assumingan
acquisitionof3msperpencil beam (Langner et al2017),whichcouldbeobtainedwith the lowdosemeasurements
reported in table 2, the full 30×30cm2

fieldof viewof theXCATphantomwitha3mmspacing canbeacquired in30 s,
with ameanabsoluteWETerrorof 2.7mm.Theheadphantomshown infigure7couldbeobtained in5.5 switha
beamspacingof 3mm.This opens applications for adaptiveproton therapy in termsofpatientpositioning, in vivo range
verification, andadaptive re-planning.Rapid radiographic imagingofmoving tumours canalsobe considered—for
instance, the 10×10 cm2 squareROI identified infigure8with the6mmspacing couldbeacquired in0.9 s.However,
further investigations are required toexploreusability for trackingpurposes, as the coarse6mmsampling can result in
distorted image features, ashighlighted infigure8(b).

This study comeswith some limitations. First, theproposedapproachdoesnot simulatenor correct optical blurring
that ariseswith scintillation-baseddetectors (Tendler et al2021). Imagingqualityobtained in silicomay thereforebe
overestimatedcompared to current experimental results. Incorporatingoptical blurring into theproposed formalism
couldhowever lead to improvedexperimental imagequality. Furthermore, fast imaging is conditional on (1) theuseof a
high-speed camera (framerate>330Hz (Langner et al2017),which is commercially available), (2) a triggering system
(eitherhardwarebased (Alsanea et al2019)or softwarebased) to synchronise imageacquisitionwithpencil beams, and
(3) a fast reconstruction framework.Due to limitations in framerateof the current camera, experimental datasetswere
acquired at relativelyhighdoseperPB to increase acquisition timeperPB,which isnot clinicallypractical.However,we
have tested,with singlepencil beamsacquiredat thedosespresented in table 2, that the estimationof zd is robust to
noisy images, andwedonot anticipate anyproblemswith lowerdose images (see sectionC). The current reconstruction
time is in the tensof seconds for a3mmspacing, and shouldbe improvedviaGPUacceleration. Futurework therefore
includeoptimisingbothhardware and software components to explore adaptive radiotherapy applications.
Furthermore, the currentdetector setup (figure2(d)) constrains the gantry angle tobeat either 0or90degrees (or180
and270),whichmay limit applications in treatment adaptation.

In this work, it was found that the spatial resolution estimated on the slanted edge phantomvariesminimally
with beam spacing, for instance ranging from0.35 (lateral 2D, 1mm spacing) to 0.33 lpmm−1 (lateral 2D, 3mm
spacing, shown infigure 4). Themain improvements in resolution are obtained bymodifying the image
reconstruction strategy. The relationship between spatial resolution and beam spacing requires further
investigation—for small objects, larger beam spacing leads to distorted images (figure 8), which can have
unexpected impact on phantoms such as the slanted edge.We recommend that further investigations are
performedwith adequate line pairmodules.

This work introduces a novel reconstruction framework for integrated-mode proton radiographs using 2D
lateral views of individual pencil beams, which provides improved image quality compared to using a range
telescope.High quality proton radiographs can be obtainedwith clinical beam settings using a fast, low-cost
scintillation-based systemwith two cameras capturing both lateral views.
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AppendixA. Fermi–Eygesmultiple scattering theory

A.1. Location probability density function p r ri( | )
The state of a PBpropagating for instance in the XZplane (for instance, infigure 2) at location r is describedwith

q= xX x
T( ) . q= xX i i x i,

T( ) is similarly defined at ri. The depth-dependent angular-spatial probability density
function (PDF) of a PBwith initial state X i, p z zX X, ,i iE ( | ), is (Fermi 1940, Eyges 1948, Ibbott 1985):
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Ri is a transvectionmatrix whose expression can be found in prior work (Schulte et al 2008, Collins-Fekete
et al 2017). A similar equation can be defined in the YZ plane, using the state variable q= yY y

T( ) .
Equation (A1) is independent on planes XZ andYZ.Details on how to calculateS zx ( ) are provided in
sectionA.2. For integrated-mode imaging, the 3D location PDF p r ri( | ) is required. To obtain p r ri( | ), the 2D
location PDFs in x and y are calculated bymarginalizing equation (A1) over all angles. Assuming circular
symmetric PBs, p r ri( | ) is the product of the location PDFs in x and y:
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Here, s s s= ºz z zx y l
2 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) is the spatial spreadof thebeamat z,whose calculation isdetailed inappendixA.2.

A.2.Definition ofS zx ( )
The approach to estimate the components of the spatio-angular covariancematrixS zx ( ), first introduced in
equation (1), is reported for completeness. Considering a PB starting at location =z z1 and propagating
through z2 cmof homogeneousmaterial, the elements of the covariancematrix can be calculated using
equations (A3)–(A5) (Gottschalk 2012):

s s= +q q z z z z z, , . A32
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The  z z,n 1 2( ), with În 0, 1, 2{ }, are puremultiple scattering contributions, and are defined asmoments
of the depth-dependent linear scattering power ¢T z( ). For a particle of chargeZ, ¢T z( ) can bemodelled using
Gottschalk’s adaptation ofHighland’s formula (Gottschalk et al 1993), with the refined constants fromLynch
andDahl (Lynch andOrin 1991):
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Where =E MeV13.60 , X0 is the radiation length of themedium, and b¢ ¢p z z,( ) ( ) are respectively the
protonmomentum and velocity (relative to c) at depth ¢z . Equation (A6) requires amodel of howprotons lose
energy as a function of depth. In this work, b¢ ¢p z z2 2( ) ( ) is directly calculated using tabulated stopping power
data from the PSTARdatabase (Berger et al 2005), instead of using parametric approximations (Williams 2004,
Schulte et al 2008, Kanematsu 2009, Gottschalk 2010).

For an heterogeneous geometry, equations (A3)–(A5) are applied recursively to propagate a beam through a
stack of homogeneous slabs—using thefinal state ofS zx ( ) after the first slab as the initial state forS zx ( ) to the
second slab, and so on. All s zl ( ) encountered in sections 2.2.1–2.2.3 are calculated in heterogeneous geometries;
details are provided in appendix B.

Appendix B. Calculating s zl ( ) for heterogeneous geometries

To estimate s zl ( ) for the scenarios discussed in sections 2.2.1–2.2.3, a schematized geometry for each case is
presented infigure 9. Each geometry is detailed in sections B.1–B.3.

B.1. Calculation for  r rk i( ∣ )
Followingfigure 9, s zl k( ) is obtained in two steps: propagation in air from =z 0i to the object’s entrance at zO,
and propagation through zk cm inside the object, assumed to bewater-equivalent.

Considering thenomenclature introduced in sectionA.2, s zl k( ) is obtainedas follows. First, the initial state of the
PB is takenasS zx i( ), as defined inequation (1). Then, each componentofS zx i( ) is transported inair from zi to zO;
following equations (A3) to (A5), this is achievedby calculating sq z z,i O

2
l
( ), sq z z,l i Ol

( ) and s z z,l i O
2( ). This set of

parametersprovide s zl O( ), the state of thePBat zO,which isusedas an initial condition to transport thebeam inwater
from zO to zk as s z z,l i O

2( ), and soon for the angular spreadandcovariance term.
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To simplify the above, the calculation of s zl k( ) is summarized as calculating (1) s z z,l i O( ) in air and (2)
s z z,l O k( ) inwater; it is implied that all elements of the covariancematrix are calculated, and the initial state of
the PB for a new step is the final state of the beam from the previous step.

B.2. Calculation for  r rd i( ∣ )
To calculate s zl d( ), it is assumed that if a PB is detected at depth zd , it is because it completed its course. From
this hypothesis, one can infer the traversedWETof the object by the PB,W zd( ), directly from the depth zd at
which the PBwas detected; see equation (11).

While it is known that a slabofW zd( ) cmofwater-equivalentobject is traversed, there isno informationon the
positionof this slabbetween the source and thedetector, asnoobjecthull is estimated. It is approximated that the slabof
water-equivalentobject is centred in themiddleof the reconstructionarea at = +z zO

W

2
0 , as illustrated infigure9.

Let =
w W W z

2
d0 ( ) . Then, following the simplified notation introduced in section B.1, the spread of the

beam s zl d( ) through the heterogeneous geometry is then obtained by recursively calculating (1) s + -z z w,l i O( )
in air, (2) s + -z w W z,l O d( ( )) in water, (3) s + - -+ +z w z z w,l O D O( ) in air, and (4) s z z,l D d( ) in the detector.

B.3. Calculation for  r r r,d i k( ∣ )
As introduced in section 2.2.2, the calculation of  r r r,d i k( ∣ ) involves the beam stopping at zd, which implies
crossing aWETofW zd( ) in the object, as defined in equation (11). As introduced in section B.2, the location of
the object slab of water equivalent thicknessW zd( )with respect to the coordinate zk is unknownwithout prior
information on the object’s hull; in other words, calculating the spread at depth zk in the object does not
necessarily involve crossing zk cmofwater. As a solution, it is also assumed that the object slab is located at the
centre of the reconstruction area, which naturally fixes theWET traversed from zO to zk, w zk1( ), as

=
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Similarly, the traverseddepth in theobject from zk to zD is = -w z W z w zk d k2 1( ) ( ) ( ). Toobtain s zl k
2( ) (and the

other covariancematrix elements) required in equations (7), one shouldcalculate, following the simplifiednotation
introduced in sectionB.1, (1) s + -z z z w z,l i O k k1( ( )) in air, and (2)s + -z z w z w z,l O k k k1 1( ( ) ( )) inwater.

Figure 9.Proposed geometries to calculate s zl ( ) for each likelihood term. zO and zD are respectively the source to object and source to
detector distances. zk and zd are respectively depths traversed inside the object geometry and detector. ThemaximumWETof the
object is W0, the range of the PB inwater. For probabilities involving rd , it is assumed that the traversedWETof the object by the PB,
W zd( ), is located at the centre of the reconstruction area. w zk1( ) and w zk2( ) are distances traversedwithin W zd( ) respectively before
and after a reconstruction voxel at depth zk .
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Otherwise, equations (7) also involve the calculation of z2( ), which is the puremultiple scattering
contribution to the spatial spread from the object voxel’s location zk to an arbitrary depth z inside the detector.
This is obtained by recursively applying equation (A6) throughout the geometry.

AppendixC.Dose considerations

Proton radiographswere initially acquired at the lowest achievable dose of 0.003MU/spot. The dose in cGywas
measured by collecting the charge in a Farmer IonizationChamber (PTW30010)within a 15 cm3 acrylic cube
setup. The chamber was placed at a depth of 5 cm and dosemeasured at the two energies and various beam
spacings used in this study. Values are reported in table 2.

Due to the low frame rate of theCMOS camera, some pencil beamswere not captured at 0.003MU/spot. To
address this limitation, we increased the dose by a factor of approximately 100 such that the time to deliver each
pencil beamwas long enough to ensure that all pencil beams could be captured. The dose values are also reported
in the last row of table 2.

The robustness of the peak finding algorithm (section 2.3.2) to noisiermeasurements (lower dose)was
evaluated by acquiring single pencil beams at the two doses (dose used for radiographs against dose at 0.003
MU/spot) and comparing the extracted values of zd. As zd was found to not vary bymore than 3 pixels, the
proposedmethod is assumed to be robust in the presence of noise. Therefore, the high dose should therefore be
seen as the consequence of the limited acquisition speed of the camera, and the lower doses reported in table 2
aremore representative of the currently achievable doses for integratedmode proton radiographs.

Table 2.Reported dose of the treatment plans used to produce the proton radiographs as a function of energy and
beam spacing.

135.6MeV 189MeV

Beam spacing (mm) 2 3 4 5 2 3 4

Dose at 0.003MU/spot (cGy) 6.2 2.8 1.5 1.0 5.7 2.5 1.4

Dose used for radiographs (cGy) 515.2 257.2 128.9 82.4 475.9 226.8 238.4
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